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Abstract

Memory for emotional items can be less prone to some types of memory distortion, such as reality-monitoring errors, than memory for
neutral items. The present fMRI study examined whether this enhanced reality-monitoring accuracy reflects engagement of distinct processes
recruited during encoding of emotional information. Participants only imagined named objects (word-only trials) or imagined named objects
and then also viewed photos of them (word-picture trials). Half of the items were emotional (e.g., snake, casket). Later, participants heard
object names and indicated whether the corresponding photo had been shown. Reality-monitoring errors occurred when participants attributed
an item from a word-only trial to a word-picture trial. Such misattribution errors occurred less frequently for emotional than neutral items.
Activity in emotion-processing regions (e.g., orbitofrontal cortex, amygdala) reduced the likelihood of later misattributions, likely due in part
to interactions with regions that promote memory accuracy (e.g., the hippocampus). Distinct neural processes also increased the likelihood of
reality-monitoring errors, depending on the emotional content of the items. Activity spanning the fusiform and parahippocampal gyri (likely
reflecting mental imagery) increased the likelihood of reality-monitoring errors for neutral items, while activity in the anterior cingulate
increased the likelihood of reality-monitoring errors for emotional items.
© 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A common form of memory distortion arises when indi-
viduals are asked to distinguish between previously imagined
and perceived events (Johnson & Raye, 1981). Individuals
sometimes confuse the two, indicating that imagined events
or actions were perceived or performed (reality-monitoring
errors). In daily life, this confusion can lead to minor annoy-
ances (e.g., Did I remember to take out the trash? Or did I
only imagine taking it out?) or may have more serious con-
sequences (e.g., Did I take my medication this morning? Or
did I only think about taking it?).
The information encoded during an imagined or

perceived event can alter the probability of subsequent
reality-monitoring errors. Internally generated and exter-
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nally presented items typically differ in the extent to which
different types of information are associated with their pre-
sentations.Memories for perceived items tend to have greater
sensory detail, while memories for imagined items contain
more information about the cognitive operations performed
during encoding (Johnson & Raye, 1981). Encoding, and
subsequent retrieval, of these features often allows correct as-
signment of an item to perception or imagination. Conversely,
memory errors occur when individuals fail to remember
the event details that would allow proper assignment to an
internal or external source (e.g., failing to remember the cog-
nitive operations associated with forming a mental image, or
the sensory details of a perceived event). Reality-monitoring
errors also frequently occur when only part of the informa-
tion in the encoding episode is remembered. For example,
remembering sensory details associated with a vivid mental
image, but not the cognitive operations performed to form the
mental image, may trigger assignment of that visual image
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to a presented source (Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay,
1993).
Consistent with this framework, recent neuroimaging ev-

idence has revealed that encoding-related activity in regions
implicated in visual imagery increases the likelihood of
reality-monitoring errors. In an event-related potential (ERP)
study, Gonsalves and Paller (2000) demonstrated that en-
hanced positivity at posterior electrodes during encoding of
verbal referents of objects (hypothesized to reflect vividmen-
tal imagery of the object) correlated with the probability of
later falsely believing that a photo of the object had been
shown. An fMRI extension of the study (Gonsalves, Reber,
Gitelman, Parrish, Mesulam, & Paller, 2004) confirmed that
recruitment of regions important for mental imagery and spa-
tial attention (the precuneus and inferior parietal cortex) in-
creased the likelihood of reality-monitoring errors. Thus, in-
dividuals are particularly prone to reality-monitoring errors
when a robust or vivid mental image is formed. In these in-
stances, participants presumably remember the sensory de-
tails associated with the event, but not the cognitive opera-
tions performed, and thus misattribute the imagined item to
an external source.
Although prior neuroimaging investigations of memory

distortion have examined memory for information devoid of
emotional relevance (for review, see Schacter & Slotnick,
2004), recent investigations have begun to address the ef-
fect of emotional content on the probability of memory dis-
tortion. The results from behavioral studies indicate that, at
least in some instances, memory for items with emotional
salience is less likely to be distorted than memory for neutral
items (Kensinger & Corkin, 2004b; Kensinger & Schacter,
unpublished observations; Pesta, Murphy, & Sanders, 2001).
Because these studies are behavioral in nature, they cannot
readily determine whether processes engaged at encoding
(versus retrieval) contribute to the effect. Nor can they eluci-
date whether the effect is mediated by neural processes that
are specifically related to processing of emotional informa-
tion, or whether the reduction in memory distortion stems
from engagement of the same processes that allow accurate
remembering of neutral information.
Although parsimony favors the hypothesis that the same

processes are recruited to remember emotional and neu-
tral information, data from lesion and neuroimaging stud-
ies have provided strong evidence that distinct processes in-
crease the likelihood that emotional information is remem-
bered. These studies have confirmed a role for the amygdala
in the memory enhancement effect (reviewed by Hamann,
2001), likely via its connections to the hippocampus (re-
viewed by McGaugh, 2000). Encoding-related activity in
the amygdala and hippocampus correlates with the like-
lihood of remembering emotional information (Cahill et
al., 1996; Canli, Zhao, Brewer, Gabrieli, & Cahill, 2000;
Dolcos, Graham, LaBar, & Cabeza, 2003; Hamann, Ely,
Grafton, & Kilts, 1999; Kensinger & Corkin, 2004a), and the
amount of activity in the amygdala and hippocampus is cor-
related during successful encoding of emotional information

(Kensinger & Corkin, 2004a; Richardson, Strange, & Dolan,
2004).
While interactions between the amygdala and the hip-

pocampus increase the likelihood of remembering emotional
information, it is unclear to what extent activity in those re-
gions also would decrease the frequency of subsequent mem-
ory distortions, such as reality-monitoring errors. Given the
role of the hippocampus in encoding source information (e.g.,
Davachi, Mitchell, & Wagner, 2003), and the influence that
the amygdala is thought to exert on hippocampal function
(reviewed by Phelps, 2004), it is plausible to propose that in-
teractions between these regions would also be critical for
reducing reality-monitoring errors for emotional informa-
tion. This possibility, however, has never been empirically
addressed, and there is a conceivable alternate explanation.
As noted earlier, previous studies have shown that the like-
lihood of remembering emotional information tends to be
greater than the likelihood of remembering non-emotional
information. Other studies have shown that a variety of ma-
nipulations that increase the likelihood of remembering pre-
viously studied non-emotional information, ranging from in-
creasing numbers of study list presentations to enhancing
distinctiveness of studied material, also decrease the inci-
dence of false memories (e.g. Budson, Daffner, Desikan, &
Schacter, 2000; Kensinger & Schacter, 1999; Schacter,
Israel, & Racine, 1999; Schacter, Verfaellie, Anes, & Racine,
1998). Therefore, increased memory accuracy following en-
coding of emotional information may simply reflect this gen-
eral tendency for manipulations that increase the overall level
of memory performance to also decrease the incidence of
memory errors and distortions (i.e., the “mirror effect”, e.g.,
Glanzer & Adams, 1990). In other words, perhaps the reduc-
tions in false memories for emotional items do not stem from
engagement of specific processes recruited for the encoding
of emotional information but instead arise from additional
recruitment of processes that tend to boost memory accu-
racy for neutral information. fMRI is well-suited to clarify
whether similar or distinct processes support increased accu-
racy for emotional versus neutral information. Thus, we used
fMRI to examine what neural processes, engaged during en-
coding of emotional and neutral information, were related to
the probability of subsequent reality-monitoring errors.
We used a paradigm shown previously to elicit high levels

of reality-monitoring errors (see Gonsalves & Paller, 2000).
During encoding, individuals indicated whether named ob-
jects were bigger or smaller than a shoebox; to make this
decision, they were encouraged to use mental imagery. Af-
ter making their responses, participants were either shown
a photo depiction of the object (on half of the trials) or a
blank square (Fig. 1). Half of all items were emotional (e.g.,
snake, casket) and half were neutral (e.g., blender, canoe).
In some instances, memory was distorted, and participants
later indicated that they had studied pictures of items that, in
actuality, they only had imagined (i.e., a reality-monitoring
error). The goals of this study were to elucidate the neu-
ral processes influencing the frequency of reality-monitoring
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Fig. 1. Methods used to induce high levels ofmemory distortion. The encod-
ing task, performed in the scanner, required participants to imagine named
objects (half emotional, half neutral) and to indicatewhether the objectswere
bigger or smaller than a shoebox. After making their response, participants
were either shown the corresponding photo or a blank square. Following a
one- to two-day delay, participants performed a surprise recognition test in
which they heard words and indicated whether they had viewed the corre-
sponding picture while in the scanner.

errors and to determine whether those processes differed for
emotional and neutral items.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Participants were 19 young adults. The data from three
participants were excluded: one due to scanner malfunc-
tion, one due to excessive head movement, and one due to
failure to comply with task instructions. The remaining 16
young adults (9 women) were ages 18–30. All were right-
handed, native English speakers screened to exclude those
with contra-indicators for MRI scanning or with a history of
depression. No participant was taking centrally active medi-
cations. Informed consent was obtained from all participants
before both the behavioral and imaging portions of the study.
TheHarvardUniversity Institutional ReviewBoard approved
the behavioral protocol and the Massachusetts General Hos-
pital Institutional Review Board approved the imaging pro-
tocol.

2.2. Materials and procedure

Materials comprised 450 concrete words and 450 photo
objects. Photo objects (Hemera Technologies Inc., 2002,
Canada) depicted a single object (e.g., a baseball, a spider)
devoid of any background. Words and photo objects were
selected as pairs, such that each word named a photo object
(e.g., “spider” and a picture of a spider).
Items were divided into three lists of 150 items, and

were judged for arousal levels by a separate group of 20
young adults (10 males) and by the participants in this study.
Half of the words and objects were high in arousal, with
scores greater than 2.5 (mean for words = 2.96, mean for pic-
tures = 3.07) on a scale of −5 to +5. (Negative values in-
dicated that an item was calming or soothing, and positive
values indicated that an item caused excitement or agitation.)

The other half of the words and objects were neutral, hav-
ing received arousal ratings lower than +1 (mean for pic-
tures = 0.67, mean for words = 0.59). The emotional words
and pictures were significantly higher in arousal than the
neutral words and pictures (all t> 15, p< 0.0001). Neutral
and emotional objects did not differ in the numbers that in-
cluded animals, people, or objects. Neutral and emotional
words did not differ in word length (mean for neutral = 6.3,
mean for emotional = 6.2, p> 0.5), word frequency (mean for
neutral = 18.4, mean for emotional = 24.0, p> 0.25; Kucera
& Francis, 1967), familiarity (mean for neutral = 503, mean
for emotional = 496) or imageability (mean for neutral = 571,
mean for emotional = 565, all p> 0.25). Familiarity and im-
ageability were estimated from a combination of sources
(Gilhooly & Logie, 1980; Paivio, Yuille, & Madigan, 1968;
Toglia & Battig, 1978; see Colthart, 1981).
Each participant viewed three study lists (each corre-

sponding to one functional scan). In each of the three study
lists, 25 emotional words and 25 neutral words were pre-
sented for 2 s, followed by a blank square for 2 s (“word-
only” trials). An additional 25 emotional words and 25 neu-
tral words were presented for 2 s, followed by their corre-
sponding photo object for 2 s (“word-picture” trials, Fig. 1).
The items shown on word-only versus on word-picture trials
were counterbalanced across participants. We did not jitter
the spacing between the word trial component and the pic-
ture (or square) trial component because we were concerned
that participants’ strategies would differ when the trial com-
ponents were separated by a long delay versus by a short
delay.
Participants were instructed to make a button press to in-

dicate whether each word named an object that was bigger
or smaller than a shoebox. Approximately half of the items
were bigger than a shoebox, and there were no differences
in the size judgments made for emotional and neutral items
(p> 0.25). Participantswere told that the task assessedmental
imagery performance, and thus were encouraged to use men-
tal imagery to perform the size-judgment task. Participants
were instructed to view the square or the photo object that
occurred after the word, and they were told that no response
was required to those items. Trial types (emotional word-
picture, emotional word-only, neutral word-picture, neutral
word-only) were pseudorandomly intermixed with one an-
other and with fixation crosses (+) in a way that optimized
estimation of the hemodynamic response (Dale, 1999). All
four seconds of each trial (e.g., word and picture or word
and square) were analyzed as one event in the event-related
design.
Following a one- to two-day delay, participants returned to

the laboratory to perform a surprise recognition task.Debrief-
ing indicated that no participant realized that his or her mem-
ory would be tested for the items studied in the scanner. Par-
ticipants were presented with a series of 450 spoken words,
presented via headphones in a different randomorder for each
participant (taken from the American English Spoken Lex-
icon database: http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/cgi-bin/aesl/aesl;

http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/cgi-bin/aesl/aesl
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Table 1
Possible item and response types

Word-picture item Word-only item New item

Picture “viewed” Word-picture correct attribution Word-only misattribution False alarm
Picture “not viewed” Word-picture misattribution Word-only correct attribution Correct rejection
Note that because scanning took place at encoding, responses to “new items” cannot be analysed.

Linguistic Data Consortium, University of Pennsylvania).
These methods followed those of Gonsalves and Paller
(2000), with auditory presentation of stimuli decreasing the
possible influence of perceptual priming on performance.
150 of the words corresponded to items that had been stud-
ied in the word-only condition; 150 to items studied in
the word-picture condition; and 150 to items that had not
been studied. Participants indicated whether each word cor-
responded to an item for which (a) a picture had been
shown at study or (b) no picture had been shown (see
Table 1). Thus, the same response was required for novel
words that had not been studied and for words that had
been presented without their corresponding photo object at
study.

2.3. Image acquisition and data analysis

Imageswere acquired on a 3 TSiemensAllegraMRI scan-
ner. Stimuli were back-projected onto a screen in the scanner
bore, and participants viewed the words and objects through
an angled mirror attached to the head coil. Detailed anatomic
data were acquired using a multiplanar rapidly acquired gra-
dient echo (MP-RAGE) sequence. Functional images were
acquired using a T2*-weighted echo planar imaging (EPI) se-
quence (TR= 2000ms, TE= 30ms, FOV=200mm; flip an-
gle = 90◦). Twenty-one axial–oblique slices (5mm thickness,
1mm skip between slices), aligned along the anterior com-
missure/posterior commissure line, were acquired in an in-
terleaved fashion.
All pre-processing and data analysis were conducted

within SPM99 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurol-
ogy). Standard pre-processing was performed on the func-
tional data, including slice-timing correction, rigid body mo-
tion correction, normalization to the Montreal Neurological
Institute template (re-sampling at 3mm cubic voxels), and
spatial smoothing (using an 8-mm full-width half maximum
isotropic Gaussian kernel).
For each participant, and on a voxel-by-voxel basis, an

event-related analysis was first conducted where all instances
of a particular event type were modeled through convo-
lution with a canonical hemodynamic response function.
For the word-only trials, all participants had at least 12
instances of every event type (e.g., emotional word-only
item later misattributed, neutral word-only item later cor-
rectly attributed). For the word-picture trials, two partici-
pants had too few misattributed items to analyze. The re-
maining 14 participants had at least nine misattributed word-

picture items. Effects for each event type were estimated us-
ing a subject-specific, fixed-effects model. These data were
then entered into a second-order, random-effects analysis.
To assess the effects of emotion, analyses contrasted acti-
vation during encoding of all emotional items to activation
during encoding of all neutral items. Conjunction analyses
examined regions that were related to subsequent memory
performance regardless of emotion type (i.e., both for emo-
tional and neutral items). These analyses were performed by
creating a mask from one analysis (e.g., emotional, word-
only correct attributions > emotional, word-only misattribu-
tions) and overlaying it on the comparable comparison for
items of the other emotion type (e.g., neutral, word-only
correct attributions > neutral,word-onlymisattributions). Be-
cause the two contrasts were defined independently, the re-
sults are independent of any main effect of emotion (i.e.,
the conjunction analysis is not affected by whether activ-
ity is greater for the emotional than the neutral items, or
vice versa). While conjunction analyses detected regions
that were associated with later memory performance regard-
less of the emotional content of the items, we also sought
to identify regions that were related more strongly to sub-
sequent memory performance for one emotion type than
for the other (i.e., regions showing an interaction between
emotion type and subsequent memory). To reveal these re-
gions, we constructed interaction contrasts (as in Heckers,
Zalesak, Weiss, Ditman, & Titone, 2004; Henson, Shallice,
& Rugg, 2000; Lepsien & Pollmann, 2002; Taylor, Welsh,
Wager, Phan, Fitzgerald, & Gehring, 2004). For example,
to identify regions in which activity was more strongly
related to subsequent memory performance for emotional
items than for neutral items, the following contrast was per-
formed: [emotional correct attributions− emotional misattri-
butions]− [neutral correct attributions− neutral misattribu-
tions].
Unless otherwise noted, activationwas considered reliable

if the region included at least six resampled voxels, with peak
activity at p< 0.002 uncorrected.
All activations are presented in neurological coordinates

(i.e., activity in the right hemisphere is presented on the right
side of the brain images). Voxel coordinates are reported in
Talairach coordinates (Talairach & Tournoux, 1998) and re-
flect themost significant voxelwithin the cluster of activation.
Event-related time-courses were extracted from active clus-
ters by creating regions-of-interest (ROI) as 8mm spheres
using the ROI toolbox implemented in SPM99. Line graphs
plot these time-courses, and bar graphs plot the summation
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of the signal change (from baseline) between 2 and 12 s post
stimulus onset.

3. Results

3.1. Behavioral results

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on
the recognition scores, with emotion type (emotional, neu-
tral), response type (viewed, not viewed), and item history
(word-only, word-picture, new) as within-subject factors.
The ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of response
type (F(1, 15) = 5.26, p< 0.05, partial eta-squared = 0.26), as
well as interactions between response type and item his-
tory (F(1, 14) = 208.5, p< 0.0001, partial eta-squared = 0.97)
and between response type, emotion, and item history (F(1,
14) = 9.84, p< 0.01, partial eta-squared = 0.58). Post-hoc t-
tests indicated that the three-way interaction resulted because
individuals were more likely to correctly say that an itemwas
viewed when it was an emotional word-picture than a neutral
word-picture (t(15) = 2.13, p< 0.05), marginally more likely
to correctly say than an item was not viewed when it was an
emotional word-only item versus a neutral word-only item
(t(15) = 1.87, p< 0.07), and equally likely to correctly say
that an item was not viewed if it was an emotional new item
or a neutral new item (t(15) = 1.02, p> 0.3; Table 2). Thus,
emotional salience of the items had the predicted effects: in-
dividuals were more likely to correctly attribute emotional
compared to neutral items.
An ANOVA conducted on the reaction times to make the

size judgment about the named objects revealed no effect of
response type, item history, or emotion type nor any signif-
icant interactions with emotion type. Thus, the amount of
time spent imagining the object and judging its size was sim-
ilar for the emotional and neutral items, and did not predict

Table 2
Effect of emotional content on reality-monitoring ability

Picture “viewed”

Word-picture
Emo 0.69 (0.04)
Neu 0.65 (0.04)

Word-only
Emo 0.37 (0.05)
Neu 0.42 (0.05)

New (unstudied)
Emo 0.20 (0.04)
Neu 0.19 (0.03)

Viewed (word-picture) items assigned a “viewed” response indicate correct
attributions (mean, S.E.). Imagined (word-only) items assigned a “viewed”
response reflect misattributions (mean, S.E.). Unstudied items assigned a
“viewed” response signify baseline false alarms (mean, S.E.). Note that be-
cause participants assigned each item either a “viewed” or “not viewed” re-
sponse, the proportions corresponding to “not viewed” are (1− proportion
“viewed”).

which items would later be assigned a “viewed” versus a “not
viewed” response.

3.2. Neuroimaging results: effects of emotion

We first conducted a voxel-based whole-brain contrast
analysis to reveal the regions that showed greater activation
during viewing of emotional items as compared to neutral
items. The results (Table 3) were consistent with prior stud-
ies of emotional processing: regions including the medial
prefrontal cortex (PFC), orbital PFC, amygdala,1 and ante-
rior temporal lobe have frequently been found to play a role
in emotional processing (reviewed byBarbas, 2000; Bechara,
Damasio, & Damasio, 2000; Phan, Wager, Taylor, &
Liberzon, 2002; Zald, 2003). A region of the fusiform gyrus
also was disproportionately engaged during processing of
emotional items, consistent with proposals that emotional
processing may trigger modulation of visual-processing re-
gions (see LeDoux, 1995; Tabert et al., 2001 for further dis-
cussion). The fusiform gyrus also has been shown to be ac-
tivated in response to emotional stimuli, including facial ex-
pressions (Lewis et al., 2003; Winston, O’Doherty, & Dolan,
2003), fearful body expressions (Hadjikhani & de Gelder,
2003), and emotional photographs (Lang, Bradley, &
Cuthbert, 1998; Mouras et al., 2003) and could explain the
emotion related activation seen here.2

3.3. Neuroimaging results: processes leading to
reality-monitoring errors

The critical questions of this study centered on the neu-
ral processes that were related to the frequency of reality-
monitoring errors. We first examined the neural processes
that were associated with memory misattributions for the
neutral items.We conducted a whole-brain, voxel-based con-
trast analysis, to identify regions in which activity was more
strongly related to subsequentmemorymisattributions for the
neutral items than for the emotional items (i.e., [neutralmisat-
tributions− neutral correct attributions]− [emotional misat-
tributions− emotional correct attributions]). The only region
revealed by this interaction contrast spanned the parahip-
pocampal and fusiform gyri (BA 35 and 37; Talairach co-
ordinates −20, −42, −6; Fig. 2). This result is consistent

1 Prior studies have indicated an effect of gender on the laterality of amyg-
dalar activation, with men showing right-lateralized activity and women
showing left-lateralized activity (reviewed by Cahill, 2003). Thus, we con-
ducted post-hoc analyses to see whether there was an interaction between
gender and laterality of activation in the amygdala. Therewas a suggestion of
a gender effect: more men than women showed only right-lateralized amyg-
dalar activation, and more women showed only left-lateralized amygdalar
activation. However, effects of gender were not significant in either the left
or right amygdala. Gender effects were not present in any other regions that
were related to emotional processing.
2 Negative and neutral stimuli were matched for the number containing
people or animals, so it could not be due to global features of the stimuli
such as presence of a face.
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Table 3
Regions more active during encoding of emotional items than neutral items

Region Hemisphere Brodmann area Talairach coordinates (x, y, z) Related to word-only CAs

Inferior PFC L 47 −50, 21, −3 Emo
45 −53, 24, 4
10, 11, 47 −43, 38, −8

Medial PFC R 9, 32 2, 42, 23 Both
R, L 9, 10 2, 56, 8; −2, 51, 20

Anterior temporal lobe L 38 −28, 13, −20
Inferior temporal lobe R, L 21 56, −1, −24; −53, −3, −20
Parahippocampal gyrus R 35 21, −41, −3
Fusiform gyrus and parahippocampal gyrus R 36, 20 27, −26, −19 Emo
posterior hippocampus L −20, −28, −9 Both
Amygdala R, L 21, −3, −21; −20, −3, −23 Emoa
Striatum L −12, 2, 11 Both
Cerebellum L −21, −41, −8
Far right column indicates regions in which activation also was related to an increased likelihood of correct attributions (CA) for all the word-only trials (both),
or specifically for emotional (emo) or neutral (neu) word-only trials.
a Activity in a nearby region of the right extended amygdala (21, −6, −9) was related to memory accuracy for the emotional items only.

Fig. 2. The regions in which activity was related to word-only misattributions (reality-monitoring errors) differed depending on the emotional salience of
the information. Activation in a region spanning the L. fusiform and parahippocampal gyri (shown in yellow; left panel) was associated with subsequent
reality-monitoring errors for neutral, but not emotional items. Activation in the anterior cingulate (shown in green; right panel) was related to subsequent
reality-monitoring errors for emotional, but not neutral items. CA, subsequent correct attribution; MA, subsequent misattribution.

with that of Gonsalves and colleagues (Gonsalves & Paller,
2000; Gonsalves et al., 2004), who found that activity in
regions important for visual imagery increased the likeli-
hood of subsequent reality-monitoring errors.3 Activation in
the fusiform gyrus has been associated with the formation
of mental images in a number of investigations (e.g., Ishai,
Haxby, & Ungerleider, 2002; Roland & Gulyas, 1995; Wise
et al., 2000), and it is likely that, for the neutral items, indi-
viduals are later confusing these vividly imagined items for
presented ones (discussed by Johnson et al., 1993).
To examine which regions were related more strongly

to subsequent memory performance for the emotional items

3 The imagery-related regions that correspondedwith subsequent memory
misattributions in the study by Gonsalves et al. (2004) were the precuneus
and inferior parietal cortex. It is not obvious why distinct regions implicated
in mental imagery were revealed by the present study. Perhaps the divergent
findings arose due to differences in the delay after which memory was tested
(2 days in the present study versus 20min in Gonsalves et al., 2004), the
lower word frequency of the items used in the present study, or the presence
of emotional items within the study list.

than for the neutral items, we performed another interaction
contrast analysis: [emotional misattributions− emotional
correct attributions]− [neutral misattributions− neutral cor-
rect attributions]. This analysis revealed that activity in the an-
terior cingulate gyrus (BA 24/32; Talairach coordinates−16,
31, 12) corresponded with false memory formation for emo-
tional words, but not for neutral words (Fig. 2). A conjunction
analysis revealed that no region was related to false mem-
ory formation for both the emotional and the neutral words.
Thus, distinct processes appear to support subsequent reality-
monitoring errors, depending on the emotional salience of the
to-be-remembered information.

3.4. Neuroimaging results: processes reducing the
likelihood of reality-monitoring errors

We next examined whether dissociable processes also re-
duced the likelihood of reality-monitoring errors for neu-
tral and emotional information. To address this question,
we conducted interaction analyses to identify regions that
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Fig. 3. Regions in which activity was associated with word-only correct attributions (CA) >word-only misattributions (MA) for neutral, but not emotional,
items. Analyses were restricted to word-only trials (panel A), and data were sorted based on subsequent memory attributions. Activation along the cingulate
gyrus (panel B) and in dorsolateral PFC (BA 9 and 46; panel C) was greater for later correct attributions than for later misattributions, but this pattern held only
for the neutral items and not for the emotional items.

showed an interaction between emotion type and response
type for the word-only trials. First, we examined whether
there were regions in which the effect of response type
(word-only correct attributions >word-only misattributions)
was greater for the neutral items than for the emotional
items (i.e., [neutral correct attributions − neutral misattribu-
tions] − [emotional correct attributions − emotional misat-
tributions]. Activation in the left dorsolateral PFC (BA 9/46;
Talairach coordinates −33, 36, 27) and along the cingulate
gyrus (anterior cingulate, BA 24/32, Talairach coordinates
−3, 30, 15; posterior cingulate, BA 23/31, Talairach coor-
dinates 15, −51, 24) showed this pattern of results (Fig. 3).
These regions have been implicated in a range of cognitive
processes (reviewed by Duncan &Owen, 2000): dorsolateral
PFCmost commonly in working memory and executive con-
trol (reviewed by Kane & Engle, 2002; Levy & Goldman-
Rakic, 2000), and the cingulate gyrus in attention modula-
tion (Small, Gitelman, Gregory, Nobre, Parrish, &Mesulam,
2003), visuospatial processing (Vogt, Finch, & Olson, 1992)
and spatial imagery (Knauff, Mulack, Kassubek, Salih, &
Greenlee, 2002). Thus, additional cognitive processes carried
out as individualsmentally imagined neutral objects appeared
to contribute to subsequent correct attributions of the word-
only items (consistent with studies suggesting that memory
for cognitive operations performed can be used to assign a
memory to an internal source; Johnson et al., 1993).
We then examined whether there were regions in which

the effect of response type (word-only correct attribu-

tions >word-only misattributions) was larger for the emo-
tional items than for the neutral items (i.e., [emotional cor-
rect attributions− emotional misattributions]− [neutral cor-
rect attributions− neutral misattributions]). A large subset of
the regions identified as important for emotional processing
were also identified in this interaction contrast analysis (far
right column of Table 3). Time-course analyses confirmed
that these regions were related to memory accuracy (word-
only correct attributions >word-only misattributions) for the
emotional items, but not for the neutral items (Fig. 4). In
fact, for the neutral items, the pattern of activation some-
times was in the opposite direction, with activation for sub-
sequent misattributions nonsignificantly greater than activa-
tion for subsequent correct attributions (e.g., Fig. 4, panel
B). These results provide strong evidence for encoding pro-
cesses that reduce memory misattributions specifically for
emotional items, and not for neutral items. Further, the ex-
tensive overlap of the regions relating to memory accuracy
for emotional items and those implicated more broadly in
emotional processing (Table 3; see also Bechara et al., 2000;
Phan et al., 2002; Zald, 2003) suggests that the way in which
emotional information is processed tends to confer a reality-
monitoring advantage. Individuals may orient attention to-
ward aspects of emotional events that will later allow correct
assignment to internal or external sources.
Although these results provide evidence that separable

neural processes are related to memory accuracy for emo-
tional and neutral items, we alsowere interested in examining
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Fig. 4. Regions in which activity was related to word-only correct attributions (CA) >word-only misattributions (MA) for emotional, but not neutral, items.
Encoding-related activity in the extended amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex (panel A), fusiform/parahippocampal gyrus (panel B), and striatum (panel C) was
linked to subsequent correct attributions only for the emotional items. These regions also were found to be more active during processing of emotional as
compared to neutral items (see Table 3).

what processes might be associated with accurate memory
assignment regardless of emotional content. Thus, we per-
formed a conjunction analysis to identify regions in which
activity was greater for items later correctly attributed than
for those later misattributed, regardless of the items’ emo-
tional content (i.e., for both emotional and neutral word-
only trials). We found that activation in the right inferior
PFC and the left posterior hippocampus was related to subse-
quent correct attributions for both item types (Fig. 5). These
regions closely parallel the network previously implicated
in subsequent memory analyses (Reber et al., 2002; Weis,
Klaver, Reul, Elger, & Fernandez, 2004; reviewed by Paller
& Wagner, 2002). In addition, activity in the medial PFC
also was associated with correct attributions for emotional
and neutral items. This region has been implicated in a va-
riety of processes, including tactile imagery (Yoo, Freeman,
McCarthy, & Jolesz, 2003) and self-referential processing
(Gusnard, Akbudak, Shulman, & Raichle, 2001). These pro-
cesses were likely engaged for all items as participants imag-
ined manipulating the objects to determine if they would
fit into a shoebox. The time-course of activity in this me-
dial PFC region—showing decreased activity compared to
baseline—is consistent with that of prior studies, and likely
reflects the region’s role in self-referential processing, which
is likely to occur even during the baseline events (seeGusnard
et al., 2001, for further discussion).

3.5. Characterizing regional responses: memory
accuracy or memory assignment?

An interesting question regarding the regions identified in
the above comparisons from word-only trials was whether

they were related specifically to subsequent memory accu-
racy (correct attributions >misattributions), or to subsequent
memory assignment (e.g., later calling an item “not viewed”
versus “viewed,” regardless of its actual encoding condition).
To address this question, we examined how these regions
responded to the viewed items that were later correctly at-
tributed and to those that were later misattributed. Because
participants tended to have low rates of misattribution for the
viewed items, these analyses were restricted to the 14 par-
ticipants (eight women) who had at least nine misattributed
word-picture trials of each emotion type.

3.6. Regions related to word-only misattributions

3.6.1. Neutral items
Westarted by examining activity in the left fusiform region

(BA35 and 37; Talairach coordinates−20,−42,−6) that had
been revealed in the interaction contrast of [neutral word-
only misattributions− neutral word-only correct attribu-
tions]− [emotional word-only misattributions− emotional
word-only correct attributions]. Consistent with Gonsalves
and colleagues’ (2000, 2004) hypotheses, this region showed
greater activity for the word-picture trials that were later cor-
rectly attributed to visual presentation versus those that were
later misattributed. This pattern held for both emotional and
neutral items (Fig. 6).
In addition, a conjunction analysis conducted on the

viewed items (correct attributions >misattributions for both
emotional and neutral items) revealed a nearby region of
the left fusiform/parahippocampal gyrus (BA 35 and 36; Ta-
lairach coordinates−27,−31, 18) as the only region that was
associatedwith accurateword-picturememory attribution for
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Fig. 5. Regions in which activity was greater for word-only correct attributions (CA) than word-only misattributions (MA) for emotional and neutral items.
Conjunction analyses revealed that activations in the medial PFC, right inferior PFC (BA 45), and left posterior hippocampus were related to memory accuracy
for both emotional and neutral items.

both emotional and neutral items. These results support the
hypothesis that greater activity in visual regions during en-
coding of word-picture trials leads to assignment of a mem-
ory to an externally presented source. Interestingly, in both
of these fusiform regions, greater activity during word-only
trials also led to later misattribution to picture presentation
for the neutral items. However, no such relation existed for
the emotional items.

3.7. Emotional items

We then examined the region of the anterior cingu-
late gyrus (BA 24/32; Talairach coordinates −16, 31, 12)
that had been identified in the interaction contrast compar-
ing [emotional word-only misattributions− emotional word-
only correct attributions]− [neutral word-only misattribu-
tions− neutral word-only correct attributions]. This region

Fig. 6. Regions in which activity was related to word-only misattributions (MA): memory accuracy vs. memory assignment. For neutral items, activity in the
fusiform gyrus was associated with later assignment of an item as “viewed,” regardless of its actual study history. For emotional items, fusiform activity led to
correct attributions (CA) of word-picture trials as being “viewed,” but did not lead to misattributions for the word-only items. Activity in the anterior cingulate
gyrus showed no relation to memory attribution for the word-picture items.
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showed no relation to subsequent memory for the viewed
items (Fig. 6). Although activity in the anterior cingulate
gyrus occurs across a range of tasks requiring cognitive con-
trol processes (e.g., Ochsner et al., 2001; reviewed by Carter,
Botvinick, & Cohen, 1999), a number of studies have impli-
cated the region in motor and visual imagery (e.g., Decety,
1996; Gulyas, 2001). Thus, it is plausible that activity in this
region is related to vivid mental imagery generation. In con-
trast to the pattern of activity in the fusiform region, however,
activity in the anterior cingulate gyrus was not strongly as-
sociated with perception of the visual objects. This pattern is
consistent with the finding that increased activity in the ante-
rior cingulate gyrus was associated with an increased likeli-
hood of falsely remembering that a photo had been presented
when it had not been studied, but was not associated with an
increased ability to remember a photo that had been viewed.

3.8. Regions related to word-only correct attributions

3.8.1. Neutral items
Of the regions revealed in the interaction contrast analysis

to be more closely related to accurate memory assignment
for the neutral word-only items than for the emotional word-
only items (i.e., left dorsolateral PFC and cingulate gyrus),
only dorsolateral PFC activity was related to later memory
for the word-picture trials. In particular, this region (BA 9/46;
Talairach coordinates −33, 36, 27) showed greater activity
for word-picture trials later misattributed than for those later
correctly attributed (Fig. 7). Thus, this region was associated
with later memory assignment: greater activity led a partic-
ipant to later respond that a picture had been “not viewed,”
regardless of the item’s actual study condition. This pattern
is consistent with the hypothesis that this dorsolateral PFC
activity reflected the cognitive operations performed during
mental imagery: participants may have later retrieved the de-
tails of these cognitive operations, and thus attributed any vi-
sual information they remembered to mental imagery rather
than to visual presentation (see Johnson et al., 1993, for
further discussion). Interestingly, a conjunction analysis of
[neutral word-picture misattributions > neutral word-picture
correct attributions] and [emotional word-picture misattribu-
tions > emotional word-picture correct attributions] revealed
that activity in a dorsolateral PFC region, contralateral to that
discussed above (BA 9/46; Talairach coordinates 33, 27, 24),
led to a later response of “not viewed” for both emotional and
neutral items.4

4 It also is plausible that this pattern of activity (subsequent “not viewed”
response at retrieval) reflects subsequent forgetting. That is, a “not viewed”
response was given both to novel items that were never studied and to items
that were imagined, but for which a picture was never studied. Given that
the regions shown to relate to subsequent “not viewed” responses do not
parallel those observed in other investigations of subsequent forgetting (re-
viewed in Wagner & Davachi, 2001), we are hesitant to believe that this
explanation could account for the data. Nevertheless, future investigations
will be required to distinguish these possibilities.

Fig. 7. Activity in the DLPFC predicted later assignment of an item as
“not viewed.” Activity in the left dorsolateral PFC (DLPFC) was related
to a later assignment of “not viewed” for all neutral items, regardless of
their study history. This region showed no relation to later memory for the
emotional items. In contrast, activity in the right DLPFC was related to a
later assignment of “not viewed” for both emotional and neutral items.

3.8.2. Emotional items
Of the regions revealed by the interaction contrast analysis

to be more closely related to accurate memory assignment
for the emotional items than for the neutral items, activity
in the amygdala and the left ventrolateral/orbital PFC was
associated with accurate memory attribution for the emo-
tional word-picture items (but not the neutral word-picture
items; Fig. 8). Activity was greater during encoding of emo-
tional word-picture trials that would later be given a correct
(“viewed”) response versus an incorrect (“not viewed”) re-
sponse.
The region spanning the right fusiform and parahippocam-

pal gyrus showed no relation to memory assignment for the
emotional word-picture trials, but it was associated with as-
signment to visual presentation for the neutral word-picture
items.
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Fig. 8. Activity in the amygdala and ventrolateral/orbitofrontal PFC was associated with memory accuracy for the emotional items. Activity in these regions
reduced the likelihood of later misattributions, both for word-only and for word-picture emotional trials. The regions showed no relation to memory accuracy
for the emotional items.

3.8.3. Both neutral and emotional items
With regard to the regions identified in the conjunction

analysis as corresponding to accurate memory attribution for
both item types, only the hippocampus also was related to
accurate memory attribution for the word-picture items. Ac-
tivity in this region was greater during the encoding of word-
picture trials that would later be correctly attributed to exter-
nal presentation versus during the encoding of word-picture
trials for which individuals would later indicate that no pic-
ture had been viewed (Fig. 9). This relation held for both the
emotional and the neutral items.
Activity in the medial PFC, in contrast, showed a relation

to memory assignment for the emotional, but not the neutral,
items: increased activity was related to the tendency to assign
an emotional item from a word-picture trial a “not viewed”
response at retrieval. Itmay be that individuals aremore likely
to carry out self-referential imagery for the emotional than
the neutral items (as evidenced by the overall increased me-
dial PFC activity for emotional than neutral items), and then
later use retrieval of this information to assign a memory to
a nonpresented source.

Activity in the right inferior PFC did not show a signif-
icant relation to later memory assignment for the neutral or
emotional items.

3.8.4. Amygdala–hippocampal interactions
Prior studies have indicated that interactions between

the amygdala and the hippocampus are critical for emo-
tional memory enhancement effects (e.g., Dolcos et al., 2003;
Kensinger & Corkin, 2004a; Richardson et al., 2004). To
examine whether these interactions also were important in
leading to accurate memory attributions, we correlated ac-
tivity in the functional regions of the amygdala (Talairach
coordinates: 21, −1, −21; −20, −3, −23) and the posterior
hippocampus (Talairach coordinates: −20, −28, −9), iden-
tified in the earlier contrast analyses.
The critical finding from these correlations was that ac-

tivity in the amygdala and the hippocampus was correlated
when individuals were encoding emotional items that were
later correctly attributed (r= 0.89, p< 0.01 for word-only tri-
als in which emotional items were later correctly attributed;
r= 0.81, p< 0.01 for word-picture trials in which emotional

Fig. 9. Activity in the hippocampus was related to memory accuracy for both emotional and neutral items. Increased activity in this region was associated with
later correct attributions for all items (emotional and neutral, word-only and word-picture).
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items were later correctly attributed), but not when they were
encoding any other item types. Fisher’s z-test confirmed that
the correlation for the emotional items later correctly at-
tributedwas significantly greater than the correlation for emo-
tional items later incorrectly attributed, or for neutral items
(all z> 1.97, p< 0.05).

4. Discussion

By showing participants only the verbal referents of some
objects, and the verbal label and corresponding image of other
objects,we induced reality-monitoring errors in all of our par-
ticipants. Below, we outline the ways in which the results of
this study extend our knowledge about the processes con-
tributing to reality-monitoring errors for neutral items, and
the ways in which an item’s emotional salience affects those
processes.

4.1. Reality-monitoring errors for neutral items

We found that encoding-related activation spanning the
fusiform and parahippocampal gyri (likely a marker of ro-
bust or vivid mental imagery; Ishai et al., 2002; Kosslyn,
Thompson, Costantini-Ferrando, Alpert, & Spiegel, 2000;
Roland & Gulyas, 1995; Wise et al., 2000) enhanced the
likelihood of reality-monitoring errors for neutral items. This
finding converges with that of Gonsalves et al. (2004), who
found that activity in regions implicated in mental imagery
(precuneus and inferior parietal cortex) increased the prob-
ability of later making reality-monitoring errors for neutral
items. Presumably, individuals later retrieved the visual in-
formation generated duringmental imagery, but believed that
it had come from visual presentation of the item (as discussed
by Johnson et al., 1993; Johnson & Raye, 1981).
By demonstrating that encoding-related activity can be

related to a decreased (as well as an increased) likelihood
of reality-monitoring errors, our results also extend the re-
sults ofGonsalves and colleagues. Activity in the dorsolateral
PFC and the left posterior hippocampus showed this relation:
greater activity during encoding of word-only items which
were later correctly attributed than during encoding of word-
only items which were later misattributed. Importantly, how-
ever, the reason for that relation appears to have differed for
the two regions. Dorsolateral PFC activity led an individual to
indicate that an item’s photo was “not viewed,” regardless of
whether or not the photo actually had been shown. It is plau-
sible that dorsolateral PFC activity at encoding was related
to cognitive operations performed during mental imagery.
It is logical that at retrieval, participants later remembered
those cognitive operations, and thus attributed any memory
for visual information to imagination rather than to external
presentation (as proposed by Johnson et al., 1993). This pat-
tern of activity, taken together with the pattern in the fusiform
gyrus,would support the hypothesis that individuals are likely
to make reality-monitoring errors when the characteristics of

memory from an internal source are most similar to those
from an external source (e.g., contain vivid perceptual detail
and lack information about cognitive operations performed;
Johnson et al., 1993; Johnson & Raye, 1981).
In contrast to the dorsolateral PFC activity, hippocampal

activity at encoding was related to accurate memory attri-
bution, not simply to assignment of an item as being “not
viewed.” Thus, increased hippocampal activity decreased the
probability of reality-monitoring errors (i.e., word-only mis-
attributions), but also reduced the likelihood of word-picture
misattributions (i.e., indicating that an object from a word-
picture trial had been “not viewed”). This finding is consistent
with the hippocampus’ role in the encoding of source infor-
mation (e.g., Davachi et al., 2003), and is also consistent with
Gonsalves et al. (2004) finding that activity in the hippocam-
pus reduced the likelihood of word-picture misattributions.
These results demonstrate that not only are distinct neural

signatures associated with encoding processes that lead to re-
membering versus forgetting (reviewed by Paller & Wagner,
2002), but also there are neural processes engaged at encod-
ing that predict whether information will be remembered in
an accurate or distorted fashion (see also Gonsalves & Paller,
2000; Gonsalves et al., 2004).

4.2. Effects of emotion on reality-monitoring errors

While this study provides novel evidence regarding the
encoding processes that lead to reality-monitoring errors for
neutral items, the main goal of this study was to examine
whether those processes differed depending on the emotional
nature of the items presented at study. As expected, memory
misattributions were less frequent for items with emotional
salience than for the neutral items (see also Kensinger &
Corkin, 2004b; Kensinger & Schacter, unpublished
observations; Pesta et al., 2001, for evidence of reduced
memory distortion for emotional information). The critical
question, therefore, was whether this enhanced accuracy for
emotional items resulted from differences in the processes
engaged during the encoding of the emotional items.
The processes that were associated with an increased

likelihood of reality-monitoring errors were distinct for
the neutral and the emotional items, and there were no
regions that showed this relation for both item types.
Fusiform activity was not related to an increased likelihood
of reality-monitoring errors for emotional items, as it was
for neutral items. In fact, if anything, the pattern of activity
was in the opposite direction (i.e., activity decreasing
the likelihood of false memory formation for emotional
items). Instead, activity in the anterior cingulate gyrus was
associated with subsequent reality-monitoring errors for the
emotional items.5 Further investigations will be required to
elucidate why the emotional salience of items modulated

5 It is interesting that Gonsalves et al. (2004) found that activity in the
anterior cingulate increased the probability of later reality-monitoring errors
for neutral items.
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the processes associated with an increased probability of
reality-monitoring errors: it may be that the characteristics
of the constructed mental images differed for the two item
types; or it may be that interactions between limbic regions
and visual-processing regions (e.g., fusiform gyrus) altered
the relation of visual activity to memory misattributions6
(see LeDoux, 1995; Tabert et al., 2001).
In terms of decreasing the likelihood of reality-monitoring

errors, the hippocampus and right dorsolateral PFC showed
identical patterns of activity for the emotional word-only tri-
als as they did for the neutral word-only trials. Both regions
showed greater activity during the encoding of word-only
trials later correctly attributed than during the encoding of
word-only trials later misattributed. The activity in the hip-
pocampus appeared to correspond with subsequent memory
accuracy, because activity also was greater for emotional
word-picture trials which were later correctly attributed than
for those which were later misattributed. In contrast, activity
in the right dorsolateral PFC led to a later judgment of an item
as “not viewed,” regardless of its study history. These results
are important in indicating that there is overlap between the
encoding processes that predict later memory judgments for
both emotional and neutral items.
While there were these regions of overlap, there also were

important points of divergence, both in the regions linked
to later memory assignment (“not viewed” versus “viewed”)
and in the regions that were related to accurate memory at-
tribution. In terms of later memory assignment for emotional
and neutral items, activity in the left dorsolateral PFCwas as-
sociated with a subsequent judgment of “not viewed” for the
neutral items, but did not show this relation for the emotional
items. In contrast, activity in the medial PFC led to a later
judgment of “not viewed” for the emotional items, but not
for the neutral items. Further investigation will be necessary
to elucidate the reasons for this dissociation. It is plausible
that differences in the cognitive operations recruited to con-
struct the mental images can explain the separable patterns.
The results also highlighted a dissociation in the pro-

cesses that were related to accurate memory attribution for
emotional and neutral items. Emotional information was less
likely to be misattributed when regions implicated in emo-
tional processing (in Table 3, and also by Barbas, 2000;
Bechara et al., 2000; Phan et al., 2002; Zald, 2003) were
engaged during encoding: activity in the left ventrolat-
eral/orbital PFC and in the amygdala was greater for emo-
tionalword-only trials thatwere later correctly attributed than
it was for those later misattributed. Because both of these
regions showed greater activity during correctly attributed

6 The data do not seem likely to be explained by a bias for participants
to not image the emotional objects as vividly or for as long as the neutral
objects: on written debriefing forms, no participant reported difficulty imag-
ining the emotional objects nor a failure to comply with the encoding task
instructions. Further, the overall activity in the fusiform gyrus was similar
for the emotional and the neutral word-only items (and, in fact, was greater
for emotional than neutral items in the right fusiform; Table 1).

word-picture trials than during misattributed word-picture
trials, encoding-related activity in these regions appears to
correspond with accurate memory attribution for emotional
items. Activation in these emotion-processing regions, in
contrast, was unrelated to memory accuracy for the neutral
items.
It has been debated to what extent emotional information

is better-remembered due to the same types of processes (e.g.,
increased elaboration or rehearsal) that benefit memory for
neutral information (Christianson & Engelberg, 1999; Guy
& Cahill, 1999; Hamann, 2001). The data reported here sug-
gest that, while there are some encoding processes that boost
the likelihood of accurate memory attribution for all items,
there are also encoding processes that are related to accurate
memory attribution only for the emotional items.
The correlation between the amygdala and hippocampus

suggests that at least part of the memory advantage for emo-
tional items is due to interactions between regions important
specifically for emotion processing and those that more gen-
erally support encoding (of nonemotional as well as emo-
tional information). Thus, amygdalar–hippocampal interac-
tions may be important not only for increasing the likelihood
that emotional information is remembered (e.g., Hamann et
al., 1999; Kensinger & Corkin, 2004a; Richardson et al.,
2004) but also for decreasing the likelihood that memories
for emotional information will be misattributed (e.g., to ex-
ternal presentation versus internal generation).7
Given that reality-monitoring performance for emotional

items exceeded that for nonemotional items, it may also be of
interest to examine brain activity during encoding under con-
ditions inwhich reality-monitoring performance for nonemo-
tional items is matched to that of the emotional items (per-
haps by using distinctive but nonemotional words). If, as we
contend, the effects observed here are attributable specifi-
cally to the emotional nature of the material, then matching
reality-monitoring performance for emotional and nonemo-
tional words should produce the same patterns of results. If
the effects are attributable to differences in levels of perfor-
mance, then under conditions of matched performance, brain
activation for emotional and nonemotional items should be
indistinguishable.
From the perspective of the emotion and memory litera-

ture, the results of the present study nicely extend previous
research indicating that regions specifically involved in emo-
tional processing are associated with subsequent remember-
ing of emotional information (e.g., Cahill et al., 1996). From
the perspective of the memory distortion literature, our data
provide some of the strongest evidence to-date that reduction
in susceptibility to false memories need not be the result of

7 The present study design does not allow examination of the overlap be-
tween processes contributing to itemmemory (i.e., memory that an itemwas
presented, but nomemory for its encoding condition) and contextualmemory
(i.e., memory for the item’s encoding condition). Therefore, future studies
will be required to examine whether these processes mediate enhanced item
memory for emotional items as well as enhanced contextual memory.
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a general or global improvement in memory performance.
Rather, the finding that activation in emotion-processing re-
gions was related to memory accuracy specifically for emo-
tional but not for neutral items indicates that reduction in
memorymisattributions may reflect the operation of domain-
specific processes that have specific effects on a particular
type of processing. Future studies would do well to explore
the distinction between domain-general and domain-specific
effects in false memory reduction suggested by the findings
reported here.

5. Conclusions

In summary, the results of the present study indicate that,
for both emotional and neutral items, encoding processes cor-
relate with whether memories later will be accurately or inac-
curately attributed. Participantsmade fewermisattribution er-
rors for emotional than for neutral items, and the neuroimag-
ing data indicated that while hippocampal activity reduced
the likelihood of memory misattributions for all items, activ-
ity in the amygdala and the orbitofrontal cortex reduced the
likelihood of memory misattributions specifically for emo-
tional, but not for neutral, items. At least part of the role
of these emotion-specific regions likely resulted from their
interactions with regions that promote accurate encoding of
both emotional and nonemotional items (as suggested by the
significant amygdala–hippocampal correlation for emotional
items later correctly attributed). Thus, just as distinct pro-
cesses contribute to the likelihood of remembering emotional
and neutral items, so do distinct processes modulate reality-
monitoring accuracy for emotional and neutral information.
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